
  

 

My Social Corner 

[Thanks to PhilStar, Mongabay.com (by Micah Castelo on 2 October 2019 ), World Bank (Philippine 

Urbanization Review Policy Notes) for the Pictures]  

What do Engineers Think About This ? 

The government strategy is to reduce or eliminate the pandemic COVID-19 infection. 

This, we Filipinos understand and agree. The problem is the HOW? Ok, we agree on the 

following protocol: observe social distancing, wash your hands and wear your mask 

always in public and etc. Di ba ..we have been doing this protocol for the last 5 months. 

The Filipinos psyche is starting “loosen” on this pandemic protocol. In Pilipino dialect 

“bagot na”. Kaya people walk to navigate the community like “zombies” scavenging for 

food from government agencies and umasa na mahulugan nang pera nang gobyerno. 

Then “nung umakyat yung datos” nang” DOH, we are blamed for the rise in the number 

of persons infected by Covid-19. “Hindi daw sumusunod sa protocol”. See my point. We 

are now running in circles “parang askal na pagala-gala”, “hay nako” . 

So Filipino Engineers my brethren, please “naman” come to the rescue!  

Ok ako muna. May I start please. 

First in the agenda. We can believe that Covid-19 vaccine will save us this coming 

December. But yes, if we agree my fellow Engineers that the vaccine will be available in 

the next 12 months starting today, this will put our feet to the ground by willing to wait and 

begin analyzing our situation. “Kapit lang” and pray to God Who is our True Saviour…. 

not the vaccine. 

Second, let us accept the fact that we do not have a National Identification System in our 

country. We are the only country in Southeast Asia that do not have an ID card, of course 

Social Distancing? … Hmmm? 

Contact Tracing..? House Number .. Hah?  
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we love credit cards more than our brothers and sisters in this part of this world. I am 

saying this because let us stop comparing our country but instead accept the fact that we 

cannot digitize “contact tracing” period. Ok, “mga manongs and manangs?” 

Third, I would speculate that only 70% of Metro Manila resident have an officially 

documented home address. The rest is “nada” or “wala”. There goes the “contact tracing 

scheme”. Look at the picture below, try do the contact tracing in this area. 

 

Fourth, our Czars and DOHs are common in their belief on the narrative that the increase 

in infection is the result of the increase in testing…this is a given narrative. A famous 

American soldier during the World War II by the name of General George S. Patton once 

said “If everyone is thinking alike, then somebody isn’t thinking”. Makes sense “di ba”?. 

Well, let us set aside their narrative “pangsamantala na lang muna”. “Hay nako”….By the 

way General George Patton is idolized by world CEOs of today. Opo.. including the now 

President of the United States of America. 

Opo mga pare at mareng Engineers, I have made the predicate. Now the operational 

design meaning steps to be done immediately at least cost. 

First, lets separate the needs and wants. Just to remind you  “mga pare at mare”, the 

wants are not the things we need if we are in crisis. “Tama mga” engineers we need to 

work.. AS IN WORK “na may sueldo”. “Hindi mag-want to pumasyal sa mall”,  kumain sa 

mamahaling restaurant, magkape sa Starbucks, mag fastfood sa McDonald o kaya sa 

Jolliebee, oops magmannanita ?. 

Clear “na tayo na kailangan magwork ang mga mamayanang Filipino?”. Our government 

should focus on this point, that the people needs work, hindi yung mga directive na 30% 

nitong parlor lang ang bukas, fastfood 50% lang …office 50% lang etc….etc. If only our 

government focus to open work 100% it can be done… “sa akin lang ito mga pareng at 

mareng Inhenyero ewan ko po sa inyo”. 



Let’s drive into our heads that working 100% “na may sueldo”, we also need to open our 

transport system 100% “na may bayad”. “Hindi puedeng mag-issue nang directive na 

magbukas ang mga” offices na walang” transport system. “Parang sinabi na walang work 

pa…ay nako”.  Since 5 months ago our government fears  “o takot na ibukas ang” 

transportation system. 

Operational Design No. 1 Open All  Transport System 

So that our government officials will understand the whole transport system I will explain 

how a vertical transportation work or what the people call the “elevator”. When we 

Engineers determine the number of elevators for say a 40 story BPO building we based 

it on two things: the speed of the elevator car and the number of people occupying the 

building. We normally use the 5-minute efficiency test using a simulation software. It 

means that at peak number of people on the ground floor lobby, let say 8 elevator cars 

are working, once the first to open elevator takes in people the time starts and in less than 

5-minutes the ground floor lobby should be emptied with people when all 8 elevators are 

working. Once this is accomplished, we can say the elevator system is working efficiently. 

Otherwise, if exceeds the 5-minute test, it fails, and we need to re-calculate the number 

of elevators. Take note more elevators the better the efficiency and less crowded in the 

elevator ground floor lobby. May problema …economics di ba? 

Now let me explain the horizontal transportation system. Ito yung roadway transportation 

system specifically the BUS “hindi yung the BUZZ ni Boy Abunda”. Similarly, the 

performance of a bus system is also based on the speed of the bus and the number of 

bus commuters in each bus stop. See the chart below or Exhibit 14-2? 

 

See the chart named Exhibit 14-2. You are right mga pareng at mareng Inhinyero this is 

our scope of work. Anong tingin niyo mga Inhinyero? 



The efficiency is based on Level Of Service or LOS being a public service system. We 

need in Metro Manila an LOS “C” and LOS “E”. Of course LOS “C” and LOS “C” is ideal. 

We need many buses fewer passengers. Or in Pilipino “ Maraming bus kaunti ang 

pasahero” Social distancing concept “di ba mga pare at mare”.  

Taking a reading within 15 minute of the peak congested period in a day the speed of the 

bus we will know if it performs in LOS “C”. Of course, there are other factors such as g/C 

factor or the ratio of the time when the traffic light is green to the total cycle time of the 

traffic lights. I will have to stop from here because it is getting more complicate that you 

should use a software to simulate the transport system which I am using now.  

Following the Chart at LOS “C” it means “Maraming bus kaunti ang pasahero”. “Ang 

nanyari” in the last 5 months “Maraming pasehero walang bus”… hay nako pare at mare 

..LOS “X” tayo. “Wala na sa Chart.” Seguro you may wonder where I got this chart. Try 

the “cloud” it is an international standard. 

How do we get to LOS “C” and LOS “E” ? Deploy all possible buses, then in every 500 

meter or less place a “BUS STOP” signage in all major and minor roadways. The ideal 

scenario is there should be a bus stop every 200 meter from any household. From hereon 

“mga pare at mare”, we can build the most modern and efficient  traffic system in the 

world. Plus national identification system we can track down any person …opps.. too 

early. “Wala palang address ang 30% nang mga tao sa Metro Manila”. 

Operational Design 2. Secure the Work Place of the Workers 

Next “po mga Bosing”, when work starts “kailangan’ the work space is virus free. Of 

course, the usual medical protocol: observe social distancing, wash your hands and wear 

your mask always in public, testing and etc. Mga pare at mare, there are frontliners that 

until now despite of exposure Covid-19 environment for 5 months has not been infected. 

“Saludo sa kanila”. Why are they not infected… because they protect themselves with 

PPE quite very well. Then we protect the workplace with the same concept as PPE plus 

the same devotion and discipline of our workers. For example there are studies that claim 

that at 86OF (30 OC) at 50% relative humidity can minimize virus transmission. However. 

At this condition, people working in this environment will not be comfortable. A 

compromise could be 80OF (30 OC) at 50% relative humidity plus including Ultra Violet 

(UV) light, then the working space will be almost virus free. 

The next problem are the elevators. Building owners restrict the occupancy of elevator 

from 4 to 6 out of the rated elevator person capacity of 15 to 20 persons. One of the uses 

of UV is in the elevators. It could help increase elevator person capacity. 

Another way to overcome all this is to shift the working hours into two working 8-hours. 

Mga pare at mare, walk in the park “itong suggestion diba”? I mean “itong” suggestion. 

Next the Planning Design which are steps to be taken in short or long term with a certain 

cost involved. 



 

 

Planning Design 1.0 The Testing and Contact Tracing 

Next major issue is the informal settlers. These people living in the most inhuman 

environment in the world is now brought into light because they are the most vulnerable 

persons to be infected by Covid-19. In fact they are the major group in our society that 

constitute the most infected by Covid-19. These are the group of people who are the most 

exploited victims of our political system. They are the most “promised” people by our 

“promising” politicians. This has been happening for decades. “Opo, mga pare at mare, 

maraming dekada na po.” “Nasa picture below po ang kwento nang buhay nila”. 
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And “Housing is a basic human right as recognized in the Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights.96 The state, being the main institution entrusted with the responsibility of 
promoting the common good and rights of its people, has to make housing as broadly 
accessible as possible. Housing needs to be embedded in the broader goal of inclusive 
and sustainable urbanization. Housing should not only be about the physical structure but 
also the development of thriving neighborhoods and communities where capital (social, 
physical, and other forms) are created, making them conducive venues for people to be 
fully human and alive. The unit of measure in an effective and efficient shelter program 
therefore should not be the number of houses produced or the loans taken out but the 
number of communities that have improved.97 Accordingly, while the recommendations 
below center on provision of housing and basic services, they should be implemented 
along with recommendations to address economic and social exclusions to provide 
holistic solutions”. ---World Bank from the  Philippine Urbanization Review Policy Notes 
 
Aside that the Philippines do not have a national identification number, the informal 

settlers do not have an identified address. Thus, contact tracing is extremely difficult. In 

fact it is impossible, because at least two families are living in one shelter. Even social 

distancing is not observed because it is physically impossible. 



I have told enough…the solution? Build homes for the homeless near on-site, meaning 

homes close to their source of income. Simple “lang mga pare at mare”. But it will take a 

General Patton mind set to implement a housing program. President Duterte can do this 

before he ends its term. My humble advise, abandon the “Build, Build, Build” infrastructure 

program and convert it to “Build, Build, Build Homes for the Homeless” program. 

Planning Design 2.0 National Identification Program 

Republic Act 110551 known as an “Act Establishing the Philippine Identification System” 

was adopted into Law in 24 July 2017. In the Philippine Statistics Website sites the 

following: 

“The PhilSys project emphasizes inclusive coverage, enabling access to the most 

vulnerable groups such as the poor, people living in geographically-isolated and 

disadvantaged areas, indigenous peoples, and persons with disabilities. Built on a 

Privacy-by-Design principle, the PhilSys will adopt the latest technologies and innovations 

in the implementation of the project underscoring the importance of privacy of individuals 

and security of information under the system”. 

“PHILSYS IS ON-TRACK: The PhilSys Registry Office (PRO) is completing the 

procurement of the last component of the major blocks of the PhilSys which is the System 

Integrator (SI). The SI will serve as the link to ensure the seamless interconnection of all 

components of the PhilSys and will serve as the “glue” that will bind all separately 

procured components into an end-to-end solution. Technical bid evaluation from 

shortlisted bidders is set to be conducted June 2020”. 

No comment on the above, the statement speaks for itself…meaning we do not have a 

national identification system. In fact its scope is limited. In other countries in Asia persons 

are compulsory registered at the age of 15 years old and above; renewable every 5 years. 

Why do we need a national identification in this time of pandemic?  

I will give an example. When I purchase an item in a supermarket using my credit card 

and as soon my card is swiped, in less than 5 minutes I will receive a notice from a bank 

that I made a purchase in this particular supermarket in realtime. This means the bank 

has a database on my location, time, and date at the time of purchase. These data is 

registered in my cellphone. If a person is infected with Covid-19 and open the cellphone 

immediately at that supermarket we can immediately know in realtime who the persons 

in the supermarket at that time of purchase. We can then immediately serve notice to 

those persons at that time to get themselves tested. As a follow-up the persons can be 

followed up at their homes. I hope I have explained how a digital contact tracing will work. 

One of the important criteria in contact tracing is the address. The ID will be renewed 

every say 5 years to keep the address updated. So, I am saying without an address we 

cannot digitize contact tracing. 



Now, if we have a similarly smartly digitized bus system we can trace all mobile persons 

in Metro Manila….most of these persons are working.  

Its never too late…the government should start now to set-up a digitized national 

identification system. Do not forget the smart bus system… and the housing project. 

To be Continued….  

 

 

 

 

 

 


